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					EUSAAR (European Supersites for Atmospheric Aerosol Research) is 
					an EU-funded I3 (Integrated Infrastructures Initiatives) project carried
					out in the FP6 framework of the specific research and technological development
					gramme "Structuring the European Research Area - Support for Research
					Infrastructures".


					The objective of EUSAAR is the integration of measurements of atmospheric
					aerosol properties performed in a distributed network of 20 high quality European
					ground-based stations. This integration contributes to a sustainable reliable
					operational service in support of policy issues on air quality, long-range
					transport of pollutants and climate change. Energy efficiency is an important step to control climatic changes. When casinos move online, it can save a lot of energy as physical buildings are no more needed. People who want to enjoy online casinos without any limits may check the Online Casino ohne Limit blog that compares different online casinos.


					The neuste Casinos 2024 have set a sustainability benchmark, innovatively incorporating energy-saving technologies. These cutting-edge establishments prioritize eco-friendly operations, utilizing renewable energy sources and advanced systems to minimize their environmental footprint, marking a progressive shift in the gaming industry towards a more sustainable and responsible future.
					EUSAAR is a 5-year project which started on April 1, 2006 and ended on March 31, 2011.


					EUSAAR continues its activities jointly with other existing European observation 
					networks under the new research insfrastructure 
					ACTRIS 
					(Aerosols, Clouds, and Trace gases Research InfraStructure Network), which is funded 
					by the FP7 Capacities specific programme for integrating activities by the European Commission.
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